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Keep Your Enterprise Cyber Secure
with HARMAN DefenSight

Drive business resilience using an end-to-end
Cybersecurity Asset Management Platform

Digital 
Transformation
Solutions (DTS)
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In today’s digital-first world, 
cybersecurity threats 
continue to grow 
The average security team is responsible for managing over 
165,000 cyber assets.  
The same team also faces a backlog of over 
120,000 security findings and alerts that need review.*

Since enterprises have large estates of IT/OT assets, building an 
accurate cyber asset inventory, understanding their points of 
connection, and identifying the overall attack surface can become 
challenging.  Adding to this, businesses must also remediate 
vulnerabilities in compliance with varied standards and baselines. 

Keep IT/OT systems safe, secure, 
and compliant with HARMAN DefenSight
DefenSight gathers data from various internal and external sources to validate system security threats, 
leverages AI/ML and Graph Analytics models to generate risk scores, identifies vulnerable assets, and predicts 
other potentially vulnerable systems. Moreover, it recommends the right software intervention to solve 
vulnerabilities and applies the same in an automated manner.   

DefenSight uses a holistic mix of real-time strategies and flexible tools to tackle automated 
cybersecurity attacks that aim to exploit common vulnerabilities.

•  Continuous monitoring of systems/applications

•  Continuous discoveries of new system 
   vulnerabilities

•  Incorporation of security upgrades to software

•  Deployment of updates to configuration

Cyber Resilience
Strategy 

•  Open standards to enumerate software flaws

•  Baselines: USGB, STIG, CIS, RedHat SSG

•  Standards for regulatory compliance 
   (HIPAA, FISMA, PCI and more)

•  Advisory from different agencies 
   (NIST, DISA, CIS, and more)

•  Custom controls and QA best practices for  
   individual organizations

Tools
(Fragmented Sources)

DefenSight leverages a patent-pending IP from HARMAN
to reduce operational costs and remediation time, and

conducts compliance deviations and predictive analysis.

https://services.harman.com/
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HARMAN DefenSight protects platform configurations and application data while orchestrating rapid and 
reliable recovery at the disaster recovery (DR) site. The platform supports Windows, Linux, and Mac and 
customizes best-suited security policies as required.

Combat modern enterprise threats and 
maximize business value 

DefenSight Cybersecurity Platform Ecosystem

DefenSight checks configuration settings for signs of compromise using rule-based standards of NIST, 
USGCB, and more as it comprehensively deploys security assessments that determine compliance and 
provides consolidated reports. 

The solution provides metadata, scanning, and patching tools with aggregated open standards, automated 
vulnerability management, measurement, and policy compliance products to enumerate software flaws and 
configuration issues related to security.

Enabling advanced cyber-resilience 
through key features

Reduced costs and time 
through automated 

remediation

Effective compliance 
analysis

Reduced false positives 
through risk scoring

Faster deviations 
discovery

Reduced vulnerability 
patch response times

Enhanced compliance 
to security policies

Accurate discovery of 
vulnerabilities

Effective 
vulnerability scans
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About HARMAN Digital Transformation Solutions (DTS)
HARMAN’s Digital Transformation Solutions (DTS) is a strategic business unit dedicated in blending the physical and digital to make 
technology more dynamic in order to serve the ever-changing human needs. Our team of over 7,000 employees, spread across 
12 countries in 45+ locations, with their expertise across hardware, software, and industry domains are constantly delivering cutting 
edge technology solutions to over 200 clients globally. HARMAN DTS aims towards helping customers deliver a holistic experience 
to their customers – through the convergence of digital, cross channel user experience, cloud, mobility, insightful data, and 
internet-of-things backed by scalable underlying IT platforms. Healthcare, Communications, Industrial, Software, Retail and 
Hospitality being our key focus verticals, we have made significant investments into this space. Leveraging our global delivery 
approach, IPs, platforms and people, we deploy next generation technology platforms across industries, offer cost savings and 
deliver innovative solutions to help our clients on their digital journey. To know more, please visit https://services.harman.com

About HARMAN
HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for automakers, consumers, and enterprises 
worldwide, including connected car systems, audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting 
the Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and 
Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians and the entertainment venues where they perform around the world. 
More than 50 million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected car systems. Our 
software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, 
from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, Europe, 
and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

Security-rich Environment

Automation and air-gapped 
data helps speed up detection 
and recovery

Ease of Management

Single console view for 
monitoring and controlling 
across heterogenous 
technologies 

Speed and Reliability

Timely reception of site-level 
events and alerts to quickly 
recover from anomalies of 
any kind

In a nutshell, DefenSight can empower 
your enterprise with:

Rethink enterprise security with HARMAN DefenSight

Talk to us
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